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On the Making of U.S. China Policy,
1961-9: A Study in Bureaucratic Politics
James C. Thomson Jr.

When the history of Sino-American relations since 1949 is written in
years to come, it will very likely lump together much of the two decades
from the Korean War to the Kissinger-Chou meeting as a period of
drearily sustained deadlock. Korean hostilities will be blended rather
easily into Indochina hostilities, John Foster Dulles into Dean Rusk.
The words and deeds of American East Asian intervention, of the containment and isolation of China, will seem an unbroken continuity.
And at the end, under most improbable auspices but for commonsense
balance-of-power reasons, will come the Zen-like Nixon stroke that
cut the Gordian knot and opened a new era.
It is no denigration of the Nixon-Kissinger achievement to suggest that
the China policy initiatives of 1969-72 did not in fact spring full-blown
from the Republican presidency. Some seeds were sown in the previous
decade, and their origins and fate may well deserve a chapter, or at
least an extended footnote, in the history of the Sino-American relationship.
The necessarily personal and episodic account that follows makes no
claim to completeness. Unless and until a China-policy Daniel Ellsberg
surfaces (unlikely, given the materials to expose) - or the Federal
Government drastically reforms its declassification procedures (also unlikely) - a full account must await the passage of 25 years or more. In
the meantime, however, this effort by one participant and observer will,
I hope, encourage correction, elaboration, and rebuttal from others
whose bureaucratic and scholarly perspectives differ from mine.
As for my perspective: it is that of a student of modem Chinese
history who served as a Far East specialist in the State Department
from January 1961 to July 1964 and on the National Security Council
staff from July 1964 to September 1966. Before that, I was brought up
in the Yangtze Valley as a missionary offspring; I left China for the
last time as a 17-year-old in April 1949.

Context: Washington and China Policy in 1961
John Kennedy's narrow electoral victory in November 1960 brought
back to power a party that had lost the presidency eight years earlier
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largely, though not exclusively, on an issue of Far Eastern policy, the

unpopularand frustratingKoreanWar. Caughtup with this issue was
the antecedentmatterof China's"loss" to communism,a development
that had poisoned the second Truman Administration with charges of

andtreasonandhad producedthe multipleinvestigations
incompetence

by Senators McCarthy and McCarran and assorted loyalty-security
boards.
Not surprisingly, China policy was barely mentioned in the 1960 pre-

sidential campaign.Only once, in answer to a newsman'squestion in

the second of the televised debates, did Kennedy venture an opinion on
a related matter: whether the Chinese Nationalists should be persuaded
to evacuate the offshore isles lest another crisis like that of 1958 drag
the U.S. into war. Kennedy's affirmative response spurred Nixon to the
offensive; and in the next debate, with Nixon still pressing, Kennedy
successfully "fuzzed" the issue and claimed no disagreement between
the two men. Clearly, any prospect of a China battle made Republicans
sniff success, Democrats run for cover. And the lesson was confirmed
for the President-elect when General Eisenhower told him that any
change in China policy by the incoming Administration would bring Ike
out of retirement fighting.
The political climate, then, of January 1961 was not one that encouraged China policy innovation at the White House. The electoral
margin was too narrow. The Republican leadership stood ready and
waiting for telltale signs of Democratic "appeasement." The bitter
charges of the early '50s still echoed. As Kennedy was to confide with
regret to more than one White House aide and visitor, China was a
matter that would probably have to await his second term in office.
A presidency, however, like its party, is to some degree a coalition.
And the coalition that elected Kennedy and joined him in office contained elements that had become increasingly critical, after the Korean
armistice, of the Dulles policy of containment and isolation of the
Chinese People's Republic. Academic specialists had early questioned
the thesis of China's satellite status as a permanent member of Moscow's
"bloc." To many analysts, Chinese communism's "Chineseness"
loomed larger, in the long run, than its communism. In 1959 one senatorial voice, that of California's Clair Engle, had finally called for the
development of a new and more conciliatory approach to China. Later,
academics and senators had combined forces in the Conlon Associates
report on alternatives in U.S.-China relations, prepared by Berkeley's
Robert A. Scalapino at the request of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. In December a Rockefeller Brothers Fund report also urged a
change in China policy. And in 1960 the Eastern Establishment's Mother
Church, the Council on Foreign Relations, had issued a comprehensive
study of possible approaches to accommodation with China.'
It was therefore inevitable that the new Democratic Administration
I. A. Doak Barnett, Communist China and Asia (New York: Harper and Row,
1960).
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would contain, at upper and lower levels, outside critics who shared the
evolving liberal consensus that the Dulles China policy should be abandoned or at least gradually altered. Most visible of these critics were
Adlai Stevenson, Averell Harriman, and Chester Bowles - also, eventually, Ambassadors John Kenneth Galbraith in New Delhi and Edwin O.
Reischauer in Tokyo; and they brought in their retinue others of similar
persuasion. The long-term goal of their consensus was Sino-American
accommodation; and while specifics as to intermediate steps differedfrom
person to person, a widely-supported first move was some modification
of the State Department's ban on the issuing of passports for travel by
Americans to mainland China.
In January 1961 John Kennedy and his newcomers inherited a sprawling foreign affairs apparatus, the multiple bureaucracies of the National
Security Council staff, the State Department (or "State" as it is inescapably called), the Pentagon, the Central Intelligence Agency, and
assorted other bodies. At the heart of that apparatus, in the making and
sustaining of Far Eastern policy, was State's Bureau of Far Eastern
Affairs (renamed, late in the decade, the Bureau of East Asian and
Pacific Affairs).
It was clear, from earliest days, that any modification of U.S. policy with
respect to Communist China would require the acquiescence, and ideally
the support, of the Far East Bureau at State. Yet in January 1961 "FE"
was notorious for its rigidity and its resistance to policy change. For the
Bureau had been one of McCarthyism's central targets; and the endless
Congressional and Executive Branch investigations of the early '50s had
largely destroyed, through harassment and dispersal,the China career professionals of the wartime and pre-war years. From 1953 onwards Assistant
Secretary Walter Robertson and Security Administrator Scott McLeod
had methodically purged the ranks, with the full backing of Secretary
Dulles. And by 1961 FE was a Bureau dominated by Cold Warriors and
staffed largely by the cowed. Under Robertson's successor and former
deputy, J. Graham Parsons, the architect of rightist (and disastrous) U.S.
policies in Laos, the Bureau clung tenaciously to the doctrine of containment and isolation. Although Parsons was "exiled" as ambassador
to Sweden in the spring of 1961, his successor Walter McConaughy was
an amiable career officer who was allergic to policy change.
One small insight into the 1961 FE outlook will suffice. Early that
year the Under Secretary of State, Chester Bowles, asked me to draft
a rather general speech on world problem areas in which - in the course
of reviewing the disasters that had befallen the people of China over the
past century and a half - he expresed his regret about whatever role
the United States might have played, inadvertently, in producing those
disasters. When I took that particular page to the FE press officer for
routine "clearance," I was told that the paragraph must go: in the first
place, we had referred to the mainland Chinese capital as Peking instead
of Peiping; and second, "that stuff about the western humiliation of
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China" was, he said, "the Communist line." "But it's also Chiang
Kai-shek's line," I said hopefully. As I recall, we agreed to trade off:
Peking was changed back to Peiping; but Mr. Bowles was permitted to
express his regrets after all.
Not until November 1961 did the character of FE begin, very slowly,
to change. For late that month, in the course of Kennedy's major series
of personnel shifts (the "Thanksgiving Day Massacre"), the president
accepted Under Secretary Bowles' recurrent plea that Walter McConaughy be replaced by W. Averell Harriman as Assistant Secretary
for the Far East. But in that same reshuffle, ironically, Bowles himself for reasons extraneous to Far East policy - was kicked upstairs into a
roving ambassadorship.

First Moves: The Four-fold Crisis of Summer 1961
For allies, then, during much of 1961, those newcomers who sought
some change in U.S. China policy had to look elsewhere than FE. And
one such place, as it turned out, was State's Policy Planning Council

(S/P).
Early in the new Administration there appeared in the office of the
Under Secretary an extremely long and highly classified "think" paper,
prepared in S/P, which elaborated a series of alternative strategies
towards the Chinese People's Republic. Included in this document was
a lengthy "laundry list" of possible U.S. initiatives towards Peking,
initiatives that might conceivably elicit a Chinese response but that, even
if rejected, would nonetheless communicate a more moderate and flexible
U.S. attitude towards China and lead gradually in the direction of accommodation. Such initiatives might include moves towards a lifting of the
passport ban, modification and eventual removal of the ban on trade
with China in non-strategic goods, arms control and disarmament discussions, more productive use of the ambassadorial talks at Warsaw,
Chinese Nationalist evacuation of the offshore islands, some form of
representation for Peking in the United Nations, U.S. recognition of
Mongolia, and the like. The author had in fact covered roughly the same
ground as Doak Barnett's Council book but had pressed even further in
suggesting new ground that might be broken.
In the lingering Cold War climate of 1961, this S/P paper was an
extraordinary document. The Under Secretary and I wanted to meet
and congratulate the author, who turned out to be a veteran Foreign
Service Officer and China specialist, Edward E. Rice of the Policy
Planning Council. Given his views, Mr Rice's continued presence in the
Department was so astonishing that I took the liberty of asking him how
he had survived. It transpired that although his career had positioned
him in such politically hazardous spots as Chungking and FE between
1942 and 1948, he had escaped the Republican purges thanks to a
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letter of special commendation placed in his file, for reasons unknown,
by General Patrick J. Hurley, the chief forefather of the witchhunt.
In any event, the Rice paper kindled imaginations in the spring of
1961. And on one of its recommendations in particular, albeit a tangential one, the Under-Secretary and his allies decided to move. This was
the matter of Mongolia's recognition - a step that had the strong backing
of the Bureau of European Affairs and at least FE's sullen acquiescence.
The rationale was fairly simple: Mongolia was independent and friendly,
though Communist; recognition of Mongolia would signal our willingness to accommodate ourselves to friendly and well-behaving Asian
communist states; and an American presence in Ulan Bator might give
us additional understanding of - and possibly contact with - Mongolia's
Chinese neighbour. There was only one problem, of course, namely that
the Chinese Nationalist Government, which had once recognized Outer
Mongolia's independence, had now reverted to the position that the
region was part of China. By the late spring of 1961, nonetheless, conversations were discreetly under way between American and Mongolian
diplomats in Moscow; the project was moving forward, and recognition
was expected for mid or late summer.
In early July, however, the project was blown sky-high. Not only had
the Chinese Nationalists learned of the move, protested with vigour,
alerted their supporters on Capitol Hill, and won themselves a story
on the front page of the New York Times. (Capitol Hill's discovery of
the entirely coincidental presence in Mongolia of that central McCarthy
target, Professor Owen Lattimore, did not help matters.) In addition,
Mongolian recognition became overnight only one of four issues that
troubled ties between Taipei and Washington. A second and related
issue was Mongolia's application for membership in the United Nations,
an application that Taipei was determined to veto. Yet since Mongolia's
admission was part of an agreed great-power package that included the
new African state of Mauritania, a Nationalist veto of Mongolia would
also bar Mauritania, anger other African states, and - warned FE's
Cold Warriors - thereby jeopardize African support for Peking's continued exclusion from the UN. A third issue of the moment was the
application by one Thomas Liao, the self-styled president of the Republic
of Formosa-in-exile, for a U.S. visa to permit him to travel from Japan
to his alma mater, Ohio State University. Taipei was insistent that
Washington deny Liao's visa request. As if such matters were not enough,
the summer of 1961 also saw the revival of a most curious exercise in
the politics of China policy: a long dormant machinery had sprung to
life, and State's Historical Office was planning to release the 1944 Volume
in the special China series of the larger regular sequence, Foreign Relations of the United States.
The China volumes deserve a brief explanation. One particular focus
of Republican wrath since 1949 had been the China White Paper which
Secretary of State Dean Acheson had issued in August 1949 in which the
Department placed heavy blame on the Chinese Nationalists for the
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Communist victory on the mainland. Acheson, Republicans claimed,
had selected his evidence to support his political case; the full record
would surely reveal a very different picture. So it happened that in 1954
the Appropriations Committee of the Republican-controlled Senate
voted funds for the preparation and release of a special series of
volumes on U.S.-China relations, 1942-9. The first volume, for the year
1942, was released in 1956, the second for 1943 in 1957, and other
volumes were soon ready. From that time onward, however, release of
any further volumes was regularly and successfully resisted by the
Chinese Nationalist Government and by FE at State on the grounds that
the contents of these books, far from vindicating the Nationalists, would
allegedly do irreparable harm to the Taipei Government. So the largely
completed books were thereafter kept under lock and key - until, in
1961, the Historical Office ventured to press its case with a new Administration and ran head-on into the old familiar protests from Taipei and
FE.
The outcome of the multiple China crisis of the summer of 1961 bode
ill for any change in policy until fresh blood was injected into FE. Under
pressure from Taipei, FE, and Capitol Hill, Secretary Rusk agreed to
shelve Mongolian recognition, to deny a visa to Thomas Liao, and to
postpone the release of the 1944 China volume. In return, Taipei agreed
not to veto the Mongolia-Mauritania package at the United Nations.
The bargain was clearly one-sided; the Nationalists had won on three
points and avoided jeopardizing their UN seat on the fourth. In addition,
it is alleged - though I have never seen documentation to prove it - that
President Kennedy was persuaded to allay Taipei's anxieties by privately
committing his Administration to use the veto, if necessary, to keep
Peking out of the United Nations.
On only one policy matter was Taipei successfully rebuffed in 1961 the presence of Kuomintang irregular forces in North Burma and Thailand, a continuing irritant and potential casus belli on China's southern
frontiers. The new Administration met the problem head-on by air-lifting
most of these forces to Taiwan and denying support to the remnants.
The summer setback was followed, in the late autumn, by the
Administration's first assault on FE. Averell Harriman had proved himself to the President by his innovative and indefatigable efforts to produce a political solution to the Laos crisis - efforts bitterly resisted by
elements within FE. Harriman was now shifted from Ambassador-atLarge to Assistant Secretary for the Far East. And although he remained
preoccupied with the Laos problem for some months, he soon made two
appointments that changed the character of the Bureau: Edward Rice,
that S/P anomaly, was made Harriman's second in command as Deputy
Assistant Secretary for economic affairs; and Robert W. Barnett (older
brother of A. Doak Barnett),a China-born veteran Foreign Service Officer
(FSO), was eventually made Deputy Assistant Secretary for economic
affairs. Barnett's appointment was symbolically significant. He had come
under Congressional fire in the days of the witchhunt, and although all
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charges were successfully rebutted, he had been shifted to European
affairs and then sent off for six years to the Netherlands and Belgium in
order to forestall more harassment. Brought back by Under Secretary
George Ball to work on problems of world population control, Barnett
eventually came to Harriman's attention; and for the next seven years,
under a succession of assistant secretaries, he laboured tirelessly not only
on thankless problems involving the region's international economic
relationships but on the China deadlock as well.
One further organizational shift in early 1962 had long-term consequences for China policy. Within the Far East Bureau the China desk
had continued, since 1949, to include within it men who worked on
both Taiwan and mainland China affairs. In the '50s, and in the first
year of the Kennedy Administration, this arrangement tended to submerge Washington-Peking relations within Washington-Taipei relations;
mainland China specialists found it difficult to win bureaucratic struggles
within the China desk, even before issues rose to the Bureau level. But
by 1962 a long overdue reform was effected: mainland China was separated off from Republic of China Affairs and was established as a new
desk charged with "Mainland China Affairs." While lacking the additional bureaucratic support of an embassy in Peking (to counter Embassy
Taipei), this new desk now had more independent access to the upper
levels of the Bureau and the Department - and thereby potentially
greater influence. By mid-1962, furthermore, it was increasingly well
staffed with a rising new breed of post-McCarthy younger China
careerists trained in Hong Kong and elsewhere. The U.S. Consulate
General in Hong Kong, a diagnostic listening post, was no substitute for
an embassy. But its reporting was refreshingly free from Chinese
Nationalist pressures, and its offices were a good training ground in
mainland research.

January 1962-December 1963: The Road to the Hilsman Speech
In early January 1962 I attended, on behalf of Chester Bowles, the
Secretary of State's regular Policy Planning meeting, an occasion usually
devoted to the discussion of some long "think" paper. This time the
focus was a study, by one Mose Harvey of S/P, of the Sino-Soviet split.
What occurred that morning was memorable. As each of the high-level
participants around the table pondered the message of the paper - that
the split was not only real but probably permanent - one could almost
hear the snap and crackle of frozen minds undergoing rapid thaw. For if
we were no longer confronting a monolithic bloc, the policy consequences
were legion in every part of the world - not only in coping with Communist nations but in coping with Communist parties within nations.
Not the least of the consequences was the possibility of dealing separately
with Moscow and Peking - a very far cry from Secretary Christian
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Herter's brief and misguided effort, in 1959-60, to hold Moscow accountable for Peking's behaviour. Of course, Sino-Soviet rivalry and deepening hostility was hardly a new thought to academic and journalist
observers; what was striking about the January meeting was the belated
percolation of this reality into the upper reaches of State. One result of
this meeting was a characteristically dilatory suggestion from Secretary
Rusk: Would it not be helpful, he mused, to encourage a responsible
outside group - perhaps the Council on Foreign Relations - to undertake
an extended study of Communist China, books to probe the subject
further? To some participants, Mr Rusk's idea seemed a substitute for
action; furthermore, Doak Barnett's book had already probed the subject exhaustively. In any event, the Council on Foreign Relations did in
due course respond to the governmental prod and sponsor a new series of
China studies, the first of which began to appear four years later, in 1966.
1962 was a year that put to the test, on fairly short notice, conflicting
Washington assumptions about both Peking and Moscow. While a Laos
settlement was still being sought, engaging multiple bureaucratic energies, mainland China was experiencing a widely advertised food shortage
that brought to the forefront the possibility of U.S. food shipments to
alleviate the shortage. For some time, before and after, men of as differing viewpoints as Chester Bowles and Walt Rostow groped for, literally,
a "food-for-peace'" arrangement that might calm China's alleged
"aggressiveness." Meanwhile, within the National Security Council
(NSC) staff and State, others also hoped that Chinese grain needs and
American grain surpluses might be matched. It seemed, for a moment,
an opportunity to break the deadlock. While a State task force - working
closely with George Ball - earnestly studied the problem, the opportunity
came and went. Chinese and North Korean overtures, as reported by
roving American wheat dealers, seemed spurious on closer inspection.
In the end State's task force was relieved of its burden without coming
to a decision as to whether it was in the U.S. interest to help China out
of her difficulties. The White House carefully announced on 23 May,
that no bona fide request for grain had in fact been received from the
Chinese or others - implying, it seemed, a favourable response if such
a request had been received. But shortly thereafter Peking made clear
(via Ch'en Yi) that it would certainly not accept American charity. The
upshot of the exercise, for those at State who hoped for a change in
China policy, was only a slight indication of an open presidential mind.
One further event of significance took place that spring. In connection with the mainland's time of troubles, the Chinese Nationalists undoubtedly with some encouragement from their allies within the
Washington bureaucracy - made such escalated sounds about impending
invasion of the mainland that Chinese Communist forces were found,
by June, to be amassing in Fukien to repel an invasion. Late in the month
the Chinese called a Warsaw ambassadorial meeting on very short notice
and expressed their alarm and indignation in strong terms. Anxious to
avert miscalculation and its consequences, Washington thereupon took a
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big step: it utilized the heretofore sterile Warsaw channel to reassure the
Peking Government that the United States was not supporting, and
would not support, any Chinese Nationalist effort to re-invade the mainland. This action not only allayed Peking's suspicions (the Fukien troops
were gradually withdrawn); it also helped to upgrade the Warsaw channel. That channel, however, had its limitations. The talks took place in
a breezy Polish palace, and both sides undoubtedly assumed that the
room was bugged by the Poles (and, by extension, by their Soviet allies).
Real confidentiality was therefore impossible - indeed, it is said that a
British diplomat in Warsaw once inadvertently tuned in on the talks on
his automobile radio.
By the autumn of 1962, then, Washington had communicated
"signals" of flexibility on food shipments and non-support for Nationalist pretensions. These moves were soon lost, however, in both the Cuban
missile crisis and the Sino-Indian border war. Cuba II brought SovietAmerican conflict and ddtente to the forefront, while the Himalayan war
temporarily put China into the role of trouble-maker. The result was an
even greater preoccupation than before, at highest levels, with SovietAmerican relations. And until the Sino-Indian complexities were explained by State's China specialists as something other than outright
"Chinese aggression," the orthodox view of Peking as "irrational" and
"militant " was given new life.
It should be noted at this juncture that early 1962 brought into the
government two men who were to play important roles in East Asian
policy-making. One was New York lawyer Michael V. Forrestal, son
of the first Defence Secretary and close friend of Averell Harriman;
young Forrestal joined McGeorge Bundy's NSC staff at the White House
as a full-time Far East aide. The other was Allen S. Whiting, a Michigan
State and Rand Corporation political scientist who had written a major
study of Chinese intervention in the Korean War; Whiting became, under
Roger Hilsman, chief of the Far East subdivision of State's Bureau of
Intelligence and Research (INR). Forrestal's relationship with both
Harriman and Kennedy eased communications between the reorganized
FE and the White House. Whiting carefully documented a conviction
about China's military caution and foreign-policy rationality that served
as a counter-weight to the more alarmist views still prevalent in the
Pentagon and the Central Intelligence Agency. He was to become, after
1964, a major and persistent brake against Vietnam escalatory moves
that might bring China into the war.
Despite the arrival of such fresh and vigorous talent, the events of
1962-3, from the Cuban missile crisis up to the successful negotiation
of the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, gave primacy to Soviet-American relations at a time of deepening Sino-Soviet hostility. Time and again, in
these months, efforts to undertake small unilateral initiatives towards
China - most notably with regard to the travel ban - were regularly
rejected on the new ground that they might jeopardize the process of
Soviet-American rapprochement. It became clear at this time that the
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China purges of the '50s had produced one unintended result: priority
status for Soviet specialists and Soviet-American relations. For the
purges had assured that no senior China-policy talent was available on
the seventh floor of State (where the Secretary and Under Secretaries are
quartered), or in White House meetings, that could compete with the
Charles Bohlens, Llewellyn Thompsons, George Kennans, and Foy
Kohlers of the Soviet service. Banished were China advocates who might
now have achieved such senior status: John Carter Vincent, John Paton
Davies, John Stewart Service, O. Edmund Clubb - and several others
who are less well known, by then serving quietly in Latin America,
Canada and Europe. In the policy-making process of the '60s, the " China
generation gap" - the glaring lack of senior China careerists - seems
to me a very central factor. In their absence, U.S. policy was inevitably
skewed towards Moscow to an unhealthy degree; indeed, vivid Soviet
descriptions of Chinese "irrationality" began to be accepted and repeated among American policy-makers.
In March 1963 President Kennedy promoted the tested and trusted
Averell Harriman to be second Under Secretary and appointed to the
FE Assistant Secretaryship Roger Hilsman, previously Director of INR.
Hilsman was a bright, brash, and abrasive West Pointer, a Second World
War guerrilla leader in Burma who had thrown over a military career
to become a professional political scientist. He shared the then widespread liberal-social scientist fascination with "counter-insurgency" and
"nation-building" but also the strong liberal desire for detente with
mainland China. In his brief year of service in FE he was to engage fully
in both areas.
It should be noted that Hilsman was ably assisted, by the autumn of
1963, by the vigorous and far-sighted Marshall Green, who had recently
served as Consul General in Hong Kong. Green's Hong Kong service
had convinced him that China policy initiatives were long overdue particularly on the old familiar matters of travel, trade, and Mongolian
recognition as well as "civil discourse," i.e., a lowering of polemics. One
major Green achievement, by late 1963, was the upgrading of the main
land China desk to the status of a fully independent "Office of Asian
Communist Affairs," henceforth completely separated from and competitive with the Office of East Asian Affairs (which dealt with Japan,
Korea, and Taiwan).
Hilsman's deep involvement in Washington's struggle with Diemist
Vietnam between May and November 1963 lies beyond the confines of
this account. What is striking, however, is Hilsman's determination despite the ongoing Vietnam crisis and the assassination of John
Kennedy - to press towards a redefinition of U.S. China policy. Inheriting
a more responsive and better staffed Bureau, on easy terms with Harriman, Forrestal, and Kennedy (though not with Rusk and the Pentagon)
he saw an important opportunity to change at least the rhetorical foundations of China policy. And he seized that opportunity despite multiple
adversity.
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The Hilsman China speech of 13 December 1963, delivered in San
Francisco two weeks after Kennedy's death, was regarded by the internal
China-watching community as a watershed. Re-read today, it seems
curiously dated - laden still with Cold War concepts and obtrusive
Pekingology. Yet at the time it was indeed a breakthrough: the first
high-level speech on China policy since Graham Parsons in 1959 and
Dulles in 1957; and the first, barring none, to acknowledge the permanence of the Chinese Communist state and to offer the prospect of eventual U.S. accommodation with that state. It was a speech that attempted
to convey, as Hilsman put it, a sense of "firmness, flexibility, and dispassion" on the old China issue. In a somewhat unfelicitous borrowing
from history, Hilsman had said in his peroration: "We do not know
what changes may occur in the attitudes of future Chinese leaders, but
if I may paraphrase a classic canon of our past, we pursue today towards
Communist China a policy of the Open Door: We are determined to
keep the door open to the possibility of change, and not to slam it shut
against any development which might advance our national good, serve
the free world, and benefit the people of China. . . ." The message of the
Hilsman speech was really an elaboration of John Kennedy's answer to a
China-policy question in his last press conference on 14 November 1963.
"We are not wedded," he had said, "to a policy of hostility to Red
China."
Roger Hilsman has written at some length on the background and
response to the San Francisco speech. The chief participants in the drafting of this speech were, as he indicates, FSO Lindsey Grant (the mainland
China desk officer), Deputy Assistant Secretary Robert Barnett, INR
Far East Chief Allen Whiting, and myself. To Hilsman's account I would
only add or stress the following: (1) The dual intent of the speech was
both to speak, across years of hostility, to various possible echelons of
Chinese and to test the American domestic political climate; (2) a further
hope, as Hilsman reports, was to lay a new rhetorical foundation for the
long list of possible Chinese initiatives that the government had had on
its agenda since early 1961; (3) the press and Congressional response to
the speech was far better than we had even hoped. As Hilsman writes,
"by 24 January, 1964, we had counted 21 editorials from papers throughout the country - 15 praising the speech, three attacking it from the right,
and three attacking it from the left"; and the Congressional reaction was
extraordinarily muted despite a belated and ineffective effort by that
largely right-wing "China Lobby" offshoot, the Committee of One
Million to rouse Capitol Hill to the new threats of appeasement and a
"Two Chinas" policy.
For students of bureaucratic politics it should also be added that the
Hilsman speech could never have been given if it had been adequately
and properly "cleared." I do not mean that normal canons of procedure
were violated, only that luck was with us in terms of executive preoccupation and general inattention. At the White House, for instance Michael
Forrestal found the speech a bland disappointment in its lack of innova-
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tive proposals - and gave us clearance without, apparently, checking
further. At State, a harassed Secretary Rusk was just about to fly to a
NATO meeting in Europe; he had time only to glance briefly at the text,
wondered about the day's intelligence report of impending French recognition of Peking, was reassured that our speech didn't call for that, and
then left for the airport. FSO William H. Sullivan gave us Harriman's
approval, rather than worrying his boss, the second Under Secretary,
and then had to leave town for a speaking engagement. At the Acting
Secretary's staff meeting on the morning of 13 December, George Ball
and Averell Harriman expressed considerable surprise at the text that
Hilsman - now already in San Francisco - was just about to read; but
both were told that Secretary Rusk and the White House had given
clearance, and that sufficed (when told that his own office had given
approval, Harriman exploded; but Sullivan had disappeared for a while).
So the Hilsman speech came and went, an accident of bureaucratic
politics to the extent that none of the strong-willed " principals" involved
in the clearance process would probably have agreed on its precise
wording, if asked; but also, a belated and accurate reflection of the
gathering internal consensus on China policy, and a useful barometric
reading of the external public's degree of tolerance.
More important to most policy-makers, however, in December 1963
and January 1964, was the transition to the Johnson presidency. The
new president was an unknown on China but, by rhetoric, a hawk on
Indochina where Texan hyperbole had led him to equate Diem with
Churchill in the spring of 1961. As for Roger Hilsman, Kennedy's death
left him fairly friendless in high places, for in arguing Vietnam policy
he had made many enemies. His days were numbered, and he was
apparently told as much, for he returned abruptly to academic life in
March 1964; and his successor, William P. Bundy, showed markedly little
enthusiasm for China policy innovation. Also departing, though more
slowly, was Michael Forrestal, who left the White House for State in
July 1964, and a few months later slipped away altogether. And increasingly diverted from East Asian policy-making was Averell Harriman,
eventually shunted back to the job of Ambassador-at-Large (and, in due
course, Vietnam peace-seeker).
Two further footnotes should be added to the Hilsman speech watershed. First of all, Charles de Gaulle did - as anticipated - recognize
Communist China in January 1964; and he thereby added one further
impediment to American action on the subject, namely what might be
termed "the French connection "; for French experience and French
advice on matters of East Asian policy were curiously and persistently
anathema to many policy-makers of the Kennedy-Johnson years - largely
because of Washington's disdain for any analogy between the French
and American presence in Indochina.
A second footnote concerns the waning legacy of the McCarthy years.
Waning it might be; but still nonetheless a factor. One story will make the
point: In early January 1964 Assistant Secretary Hilsman was persuaded
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that it was high time to bring down to Washington for government consultation the widely acknowledged dean of China studies in the U.S.,
Harvard's John King Fairbank. Fairbank, a McCarthy-McCarrantarget,
had not been invited to Washington by any government agency since
1950. It seemed to many of us high time, for symbolic reasons if no
other, to bring him back. Yet such was the climate - and such the lingering sensitivities - in early 1964 that it was readily agreed that any meeting
with Hilsman and other officials must not take place in the State Department building itself. Instead we should confer off government property,
ideally in an unassailably proper private home. The solution was found
in the person of John D. Rockefeller IV, then a young aide on State's
Indonesian desk; Jay Rockefeller had not only a solid Republican name
and China-student credentials, he also had a spacious house at the edge
of Rock Creek Park. So Government and the China Academy symbolically came together, after a fourteen-year break, in the Rockefeller house.
And five months later, in June 1964, Allen Whiting was further
emboldened to invite several younger China scholars to an INR-sponsored all-day conference within the Department itself. Times, finally,
had changed.

The China Travel Problem, 1961-6-A Case Study
The first two years of Lyndon Johnson's presidency seem, in retrospect,
to have focused on three goals: first, the establishment of his footing
as president - and therewith, a concentration on domestic legislative
achievements; second, the quest for re-election; and third, the making of
Vietnam policy, particularly in the months between November 1964 and
July 1965.
Given such virtually inevitable goals, it is no wonder that China except as a possible intervener in Vietnam - was largely ignored by
high-level decision-makers. For officials with Far East responsibilities,
Indochina crises - Laos, the Tonkin Gulf episode of August 1964, and
planning for Vietnam escalation - consumed most waking hours. As for
China specialists, they spent much time and effort those days fighting off
the inevitable temptation of presidential speech-writers to make Peking's
alleged villainy the public rationale for an expanded Vietnam war. In
their blue-pencilling enterprise the China types were usually successful;
now and then, however, overblown rhetoric about the Chinese menace
would get through to the top - thereby to the public - and cause internal
dismay. Hence the sporadic 1965 allusions to the China threat, before
and after the September Lin Piao speech.
It was in this period, however, with a culmination on 11 December,
1965, that a first significant move was made towards the unfreezing
of China policy. It involved Item Number One on everyone's recurrent
"laundry list" of unilateral China initiatives, namely a modification of
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the China travel ban. The story of that modification is worth recounting
in considerable detail since it provides a vivid insight into the bureaucratic
politics of China policy-making in the decade of the 1960s.
Background, 1961-5
From early 1961 onward, several members of the new Administration among them, Under Secretary Bowles, Policy Planning Staff member
Rice, and Communist China specialists within FE - urged in memoranda
and discussions that the United States unilaterally ease (or even completely remove) the passport restrictions on travel to mainland China.
Such recommendations were fuelled, in part, by the persistent pressure
of China specialists outside Government who sought a special dispensation for scholars. They were also fuelled by a more general desire to
change America's posture or "look," vis-a-vis the Chinese and other
nations.
Once in 1961, and thereafter approximately twice a year until January
1964, a "China travel package" would make its way upwards from the
Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs, bearing the necessary complex of
clearances from Security and Consular Affairs (SCA), Legal Adviser,
the geographic bureaux, and others, to the desk of Secretary Rusk. (The
concurrence of the geographic bureaux pertained, in particular, to Latin
America and Europe, since Albania and Cuba fell under similar passport
restrictions, and Cuba was regarded as posing a special political problem.)
Although the proposals took various forms - sometimes involving a
selective (i.e., China only) approach, sometimes a widening of the existing
excepted categories (accredited journalists, relatives of imprisoned
Americans, and " national interest" cases) to include scholars and
perhaps others, sometimes an across-the-board multi-country approach
for all citizens - all of them died in the Secretary's in-box. Mr Rusk's
usual procedure was not to disapprove the recommendation but merely
to hold it some weeks or months (sometimes expressing oral doubts to
his staff about the timing) and then to have it sent back to the bureaux
to be "updated." Despite the Hilsman China policy speech of 13
December, 1963 - a speech designed by Hilsman and others as a rhetorical launching pad for travel and other initiatives - the Johnson transition,
Hilsman's departure, Vietnam preoccupation, and the election campaign
all combined to force China initiatives out of the picture from January
1964 until the middle of 1965.
The June 1965 initiative
In the spring of 1965 Deputy Assistant Secretary Marshall Green and
others within FE sought to disinter the China travel proposal once again.
In May their efforts received Congressional support from the Zablocki
(Far East) Subcommittee of the House Foreign Affairs Committee which
urged that the U.S. "should give, at an appropriate time, consideration
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to the initiation of limited but direct contact with Red China through
cultural exchange activities with emphasis on scholars and journalists."
And on 1 June Green found himself pressed hard by Senator Fulbright
on the China travel issue in the course of his confirmation hearing as
ambassador-designate to Indonesia.
At the White House, meanwhile, McGeorge Bundy - informed of the
new stirrings at State - had indicated on 11 June that he thought it
high time for the travel ban to be lifted for "scholars, scientists, and
journalists" to China and Albania.
During June, however, FE's probings of the office of Secretary Rusk
revealed that the Secretary remained adamant in his opposition to any
travel liberalization, with the possible exception of a new special category
for "medical doctors and public health specialists." On 28 June the
Secretarysigned a recommendation to the President that this new category
be approved, together with the recommendation that we inform the
Chinese of this move at Warsaw on 30 June. This paper constituted the
first recommendation for an easing of the travel ban actually to reach
the White House under either Kennedy or Johnson.
On Tuesday, 29 June, the President met with Rusk, MacNamara, and
Bundy for their weekly luncheon review of pressing issues. That morning
I wrote to Bundy that I considered the present proposal "irrelevant and
inadequate " - irrelevant since State had had only two requests in the
past several years for validated passports from medical men (Paul Dudley
White and Samuel Rosen) and had expressed willingness to comply (the
Chinese refused visas), and inadequate since it failed to include other
categories, notably scholars. I further thought it made no sense "to give
the Chinese at Warsaw tomorrow a preview of this mouse . ." (the
mountain having laboured for four years). I urged that "it would be
far better procedure to defer any presidential action on the present proposal until State can present the President with the full travel picture,
including alternatives which the 7th floor has rejected."
In view of his expressed interest in a more comprehensive approach,
it is doubtful that Bundy pressed for State's proposal. It is even more
doubtful that the reluctant Rusk pressed his case at all. In any event,
the President - barely informed on the issue - decided it would be unwise
to change current policy. The result was an expression of dismay from
Marshall Green in the form of a memorandum to the NSC Staff and
similar cabled reactions from Edward Rice, now Consul General in Hong
Kong and from Ambassador John M. Cabot in Warsaw (who had
watched the initiative deleted in the Warsaw cable traffic).
Enter Paul Dudley White
On 10 August 1965, the eminent heart specialist (and Eisenhower's
physician) Dr Paul Dudley White sent President Johnson a "confidential"
hand-written letter to express his hope that "I might in some way be
useful to break the deadlock with China." White told of his contacts,
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in the early 1960s, with "two or three of the leading Chinese physicians"
at a scientific meeting in Moscow. He had remained in communication
with them and had even been invited to visit Communist China (an
invitation politely rescinded in May 1963). "If at any time," he concluded, "you think that you may be able to use me in any mission, no
matter how difficult or hazardous, please don't fail to call on me."
After reading the White letter on 16 August, the President turned to
his secretary and said, "Send this to McGeorge Bundy, and tell him
to give me his comments on it. I'm very interested in it." The secretary
duly recorded the President's words and passed them to Bundy. Bundy
proceeded to call me over to his office. "Take it and run with it," he said.
"Here is your chance."
On 21 August I wrote a draft memo to the President which sought to
use the White letter as a point of departure for discussion of the broader
question of travel to mainland China. On 24 August Bundy produced a
briefer version in which he argued that the White case raised the question
as to whether the Administration should appear to be blocking communication between the two countries. He recalled the President's doubts
about the wisdom of a policy change in June but added that if it were
changed in response to an appeal by Dr White - and at a time when
American policy in Vietnam seemed strong and clear - the public impact
might be quite favourable. Bundy then suggested that the matter be
considered at the Tuesday luncheon that same day. The result of that
meeting was a clear but oral presidential authorization for the issue of
unrestricted passports to doctors, scientists, and individuals in public
health and related fields. He further stipulated that State must make
it clear that this change had been at the explicit request of Dr Paul
Dudley White.
The long autumn wait
The President's decision, communicated by phone to interested parties
at State, brought joy to the ranks in FE and SCA. Within three days,
on 27 August, FE's Office of Asian Communist Affairs (ACA) had sent
a joint memorandum from Samuel Berger of FE and Abba Schwartz of
SCA to the Secretary's office. It proposed that Department officials
privately encourage Dr White to write a strong letter to Rusk urging a
modification of travel regulations. Upon receipt of White's new letter,
the Department would issue a low-key press release in which it
announced its compliance with White's request in order to "increase the
understandingessential for the promotion of human welfare."
By 2 September, however, the memorandum rested still unsigned on
the Secretary's desk. Meanwhile, Benjamin Read (Executive Secretary
at State) reported to NSC staffers that Rusk felt the proposal was
too broad; in Read's view, Rusk would avoid any action for a while.
Informed of this state of affairs, Bundy called Read to re-emphasize the
President's clear decision. The result, on 8 September, was a new sub-
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stitute memorandum to the Secretary from FE and SCA. This time the
President's decision was explicitly cited; but absent from the document
mysteriously, and apparently at Rusk's insistence, was any suggestion
that Dr White write to the Secretary - and, indeed, any mention at all
of White in either the memo or the proposed press release. Read now
suggested that because of Rusk's continuing failure to act on the matter,
the travel question be "clarified" anew at the 9 September presidential
lunch (this time a Thursday). Bundy wisely thought not.
And there the matter rested for two weeks. September 1965 was the
month of the famous Lin Piao speech, viewed by some in Washington as
a Chinese Mein Kampf. On top of this came the Chinese "ultimatum" to
India in the midst of the Indo-Pakistani war. In Washington Taiwan's
Chiang Ching-kuo was making the rounds of officialdom, Congress was
still in session, and - as usual - Vietnam was engulfing the energies of
one and all.
On 25 September, nonetheless, Rusk had finally approved the FE/ SCA
memorandum. And on 4 October, George Ball as Acting Secretary
approved a circular cable informing our missions of impending new
regulations for medical and public health travel to China and other
excluded regions, to be announced on 6 October. But when Benjamin
Read asked for further White House clearance, at George Ball's request,
he encountered a new snag: the NSC staff man on Latin American affairs
warned Bundy that such a move would be exploited by the Cubans
in as much as Castro had just denounced the U.S. for not permitting
Americans to travel there; the new regulations would look like a response
to Castro's pressure. The White House decision, passed on to Read's
staff, was that no action should be taken pending the adjournment of
Congress and "the passage of time after Castro's speech."
On 2 November I broached the matter anew with Bundy; Congress
was now out of town, the Chinese were relatively quiet, and the upcoming
White House Conference on Health might provide an ideal springboard.
But this time the problem was one of presidential mood: the President
had decreed a period of no decisions - he was not to be bothered.
Two days later, however, the dead issue was brought to life by
none other than the Secretary of State himself. In his address to the
White House Conference on Health, Rusk noted that "health is a matter
which cuts across national frontiers, cuts across ideologies, cuts across
political controversies." Most surprisingly, he offered the doctors one
example of how to build ties across such barriers: "For example, if an
American doctor receives an invitation to visit a place to which we do
not ordinarily encourage Americans to travel, I can assure you I would
do my very best to see that he gets a passport to accept such an invitation.
Because these are not problems which ought to be governed by political
process but ought to be governed by the elementary interest of man in
his health."
In the wake of Rusk's speech, George Ball called Bundy (at Read's
instigation) and Bundy sensed an opportunity (and perhaps as well a
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change in the President's mood). Why not use both the Secretary's speech
and White's letter of August (which had received a cordial interim reply
from Bundy) to prod action on travel at very long last? On 10 November
I met with Read and the ACA specialists and devised a plan along the
lines of Bundy's suggestion. Bundy gave his approval, and the plan was
put into effect.
Without the knowledge of the Secretary of State, I was to telephone
Dr White, reiterate the President's gratitude for his concern, and tell him
there was one small but very helpful thing he could now do for the
Administration on the subject of the China deadlock. This would be for
White to write a formal letter to Rusk expressing his pleasure over the
Secretary's remarks at the White House Conference (as well as some
pertinent remarks by the President at the Smithsonian Institution on 16
September) and requesting that the Department forthwith put those views
into effect by issuing unrestricted passports for all travellers in the field
of medicine and public health. I agreed to send Dr White the Rusk and
Johnson quotes and asked that he be sure to send us a copy of his letter
to the Secretary. I hoped that he would permit publicity to be given to
the contents of his letter. White was quick to understand the proposed
procedure, and on 22 November he sent such a letter to Rusk.
Re-enter White
The arrival of White's letter set State's wheels turning again. William
P. Bundy of FE and Barr V. Washburn of SCA sent Rusk an ACAdrafted memorandum on 24 November in which they proposed that the
long-delayed circular telegram now be sent and that a press release be
issued together with a copy of the White letter. After sitting on Rusk's
desk for yet another week, the package received his oral approval; but
to the surprise of his Secretariat staff, he suggested that formal written
approval be given by George Ball, not by Rusk himself. Under Secretary
Ball, receiving the package, decided that a Justice Department clearance
should be obtained. By 10 December, Justice was aboard; but this time
Ball, though favouring the package, still wanted some form of renewed
White House clearance.
When I reported the status of the matter to Bundy at his staff meeting
on the 10th, he commented that he thought the President, though
unenthusiastic, had already given his approval. Someone had told Bundy,
however, that Dr White might be getting past his prime, and maybe we
should " check that out." Meanwhile, it was suggested that we organize
some substantial applause for the travel announcement, once made, from
national medical and public health organizations - in order to counter
possible criticism from the right.
My NSC colleague, Chester Cooper, and I by 22 December had been
able to obtain telegrams of enthusiastic endorsement for the change in
regulations from the executive bodies of the American Public Health
Association, the Association of American Medical Colleges, and the
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Association of Professors of Medicine (and later, as well, from CARE
and Care-MEDICO). Yet no change in regulations had been announced.
At State the travel package remained becalmed. On 10 December I
urged without success that Bundy call Read or Ball to report White
House clearance. Without such a push, Ball apparently would not move.
On 24 December, however, with our telegrams of approval in hand,
Bundy had new leverage. On that date he wrote Rusk a letter in which
he expressed his concern about the delay in announcing the travel
decision. He noted that key public organizations had been quietly
informed of the impending action and were prepared to express their
enthusiastic approval. Meanwhile, on 15 December, we had informed
the Chinese at Warsaw. Surely all this would soon leak. Why not include
the matter in a Christmas or New Year's statement?
The Bundy letter did the trick. On 27 December the long-delayed
State circular was sent to all posts (signed by Read, not Rusk or Ball).
And on the 29th the Department announced the revised regulations and highlighted Dr White's pivotal role - at the regular noon pressbriefing to reporters who took only passing note of the matter since their
minds were preoccupied with Harriman's global travels in search of
Vietnam peace.
Aftermath
Despite press preoccupations, State's announcement was widely
reported and widely applauded. From abroad the expected enthusiasm
came from Edward Rice in Hong Kong and Marshall Green in Djakarta.
Within State China watchers and their allies had won a small victory.
As for the Hill, it remained entirely peaceful.
Within two months, FE was emboldened to push its way further. In
connection with the application of the president of Akron University to
visit Albania and Communist China for educational purposes, it was
proposed to validate his passport and also to respond to press queries
with the "low-key" statement that "the Department has for some time
had an exception to its travel restrictions for those professionally involved
in furnishing the public information about the restricted areas and we
are now applying this exception on an individual basis to scholars and
others as well as reporters" (italics added).
In the new climate of the March China hearings before the Fulbright
Committee, Rusk acceded to this proposal. Four months later, on 11 July,
the Department issued a further broadening of the excepted categories to
include, "at the Secretary's discretion," figures in business, sports, the
arts, education, and other professions whose travel to the excluded areas
would serve the national interest.
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1966: The Laying of New Foundations
The preceding case study of the China travel problem should convey
some sense of the multiple bureaucratic facets of China policy innovation
in the 1960s. Given the obstacles to movement on so relatively uncontroversial an issue as travel, it is hardly surprising that bolder initiatives
in the realm of trade and UN representation got nowhere. Yet it was not
for want of trying; and the process of trying produced a heightened sense
of community among the China activists, a sense too of rising strength
(as well as frustration) and also a rhetorical victory or two that built upon
the preparations of the Hilsman era.
In retrospect, the hopeful year, the central year of Johnsonian Innovation, was 1966. Prior to that time, and also later, Vietnam engulfed
the President, Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, and their aides. But for
a while, in the spring and summer of 1966, Vietnam seemed sufficiently
stabilized, the domestic Vietnam critics sufficiently contained, to permit
at least some high-level attention to China. And here, for once, the
Executive and the Congress worked in tandem. For both houses of
Congress - through Representative Zablocki's Far East Sub-committee
and the Fulbright Committee - chose this time to hold extended hearings
on China policy. And especially through the nationally telecast Fulbright
hearings, not only the Senate but also a very large viewing public was
exposed to a full-dress seminar by a distinguished array of China
academics on the history of both the Chinese revolution and the
Sino-American relationship.
At the White House it seems that the President was at first defensive
and annoyed, suspecting yet another assault on his Vietnam policy. Yet
as he watched and was briefed on the Fulbright hearings, he became more
open-minded. His staff was currently in flux - McGeorge Bundy leaving
for the Ford Foundation, Walt Rostow not yet chosen as his replacement - and in this extended interval the intelligent and benevolent
influence of Press Secretary Bill D. Moyers was briefly considerable.
It was Moyers and his staff, quiet peaceseekers on the Vietnam issue,
who emphasized to the President the potentially useful impact of the
Fulbright hearings. And it was the Moyers group that encouraged Gallup
and Harris public opinion polls, in the aftermath of the hearings, to
test public attitudes on the China question - travel, trade, UN representation, and the like. Fortuitously, at this time, there appeared the first
of the Council on Foreign Relations' China books, veteran reporter A. T.
Steele's The American People and China - a work that incorporated some
University of Michigan findings on American attitudes towards China.2
White House private polls corroborated the Steele-Michigan results;
a considerable degree of public tolerance on most China questions; and
the data were passed on to a restless President.
Why restless? It would be foolish to attempt any first-hand insight into
Johnson's personal views on the China problem at the time. One can only
2. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966.
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report that those who dealt with him sensed a lack of ideological
rigidity on the subject, a desire for Sino-American friendship, and most
notably a groping for some presidential act of trans-Pacific statecraft
that might somehow envelop and mute the Vietnam unpleasantness. He
encouraged the Moyers staff in their probing of public attitudes. And he
unleashed his Vice-President, Hubert Humphrey, recently returned from
an Asian tour in which he had dutifully played the role of super-hawk on
Vietnam (shooting down the Robert Kennedy coalition suggestion, all
the way from Wellington, New Zealand, and stressing the China menace);
Humphrey was now suddenly on television endorsing Fulbright witness
Doak Barnett's China formula of "containment but not necessarily
isolation."
At State, where the China specialists had been elated by the travel
moves of December and March, new pressures were mounted in the spring
of 1966 for a change in Washington's posture on the old "Chirep" issue
at the United Nations. In the previous autumn, the usual Albanian
resolution to seat Peking and oust Taipei had finally achieved a tie vote
in the General Assembly, by no means the two-thirds required under the
"Important Question" determination but still close enough to suggest
that times were changing. State's East Asian Bureau - with the strong
support of Ambassador Arthur Goldberg in New York - put forward the
recommendation that Washington move to a more flexible position in
the autumn ahead, namely at least a "dual representation" formula that
would invite Peking in but retain a seat for Taipei. But this raised, at
once, the question of co-operation from the Chinese Nationalists: could
they be persuaded to agree to such a formula? would they try to make
trouble on Capitol Hill? or would they perhaps threaten to walk out
(" commit suicide," in the parlance of the time), leaving the UN arena
entirely to Peking? It was decided that someone must be sent to "give
the word" to the Generalissimo. Such thoughts were complicated by the
fact that the amiable careerist Walter McConaughy, expelled from FE to
Pakistan back in November 1961, was just about to take up his new
assignment as ambassador to the Chinese Nationalist Government on
Taiwan. It would be unfair to ask Mr McConaughy, it was argued by
some, to present such a difficult a message on arrival that he might be
asked forthwith to leave. So the Ambassador was relieved of the burden,
and instead it was hoped that Secretary Rusk might enlighten the
Generalissimo during his impending visit to the island in mid-July.
But Mr Rusk did not do as he was expected to do, having his own
strong doubts about the wisdom of any shift on Chinese representation.
By August it was reported that the UN "Chirep" prospect might be
"improving" since a number of small African states seemed nervous
about China and might shift their votes. By September vivid reports of
the Red Guards were all over American newspapers, suggesting a very
disturbed China. And by then, in Washington, it seemed much too late
to change America's UN position - although a belated effort was eventually made to support the stillborn Italian formula for a one-year study
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committee. It not only seemed too late; more important, thanks to the
outbreak of the Cultural Revolution, those in high places said firmly that
"now is not the time" - since China seemed convulsed and weak and
perhaps on the brink of disintegration. The irony, of course, was that
"now" had not been the time in previous years because China seemed
so united and strong and ferocious.
Meanwhile, however, the internal China community did score one
unprecedented rhetorical success. On 12 July 1966, on nationwide television, Lyndon Johnson became the first president since China's "loss"
to speak of the Peking regime in conciliatory terms. In a general and
wide-ranging speech on Asian problems, he called for a policy of
"'co-operation and not hostility" with the mainland; and he set as the
central objective of U.S. China policy the concept of "reconciliation."
He called for "the free flow of ideas and people and goods" (my italics)
in America's relations with the mainland - the last word, of course,
highly significant. And he stated that a peace of conciliation in Asia
could only come "through full participation by all nations in the international community under law" - a phrase that seemed to contain the
clear prospect of a seat for Peking in the United Nations.
It would be reassuring but misleading to suggest that this Johnson
speech - a natural precursor to Mr Nixon's rhetoric and actions emerged either from the President himself or from a loyal and orderly
bureaucracy. Once again, as with the Hilsman speech (and, one might
add, as with much in the making of "policy") its origins were disorderly
and even conspiratorial. To capsulize a somewhat longer tale: The
President, worried as ever about the Vietnam bloodletting and his national
and worldwide image, had wanted to deliver himself of an East Asian
policy overview speech. His relatively recent policy chief, Mr Rostow,
had thereupon asked for extensive "inputs" from State and elsewhere.
But the President, by Monday morning, 11 July - with the speech to be
given on Tuesday night - was much dissatisfied with the usual bureaucratic "boilerplate" (an in-house term, not necessarily his) that Rostow
had prepared. So he asked the trusted Bill Moyers to put together, on the
sly, an alternative. The Moyers staff then asked me to do a first draft, also
on the sly (although I was technically on the Rostow staff); I did so,
and delivered it by Monday night; Moyers extensively revised (and,
properly, Texanized) my draft, working all night; and the finished product arrived on the President's breakfast tray very early on Tuesday
morning. When I came in to work, excessively early (for me) at 8 a.m.,
I found to my delight that Moyers had kept in the speech a shorter but
still important portion of my handiwork about U.S.-China relations.
The word now was that Moyers had already received from the breakfasting President hearty approval for the draft ("Bill, I like it"); a copy had
then been belatedly sent to Mr Rusk for his clearance; and Mr Rusk had
been told that the President had already said the speech was fine, so
could we have his comments very fast? In record time the Secretary's
copy returned from State, nearly every page covered with bits and pieces
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of his rapid handwritten corrections and suggestions. As several of us
watched with bated breath, we approached the central China-policy page,
one sheet from the end. Unaccountably, it bore no notations at all,
though its neighbours on both sides were heavily scribbled. We whooped
with glee, and the speech went to press. And to this day one does not
know if Mr Rusk suddenly acquiesced, feeling outflanked; or whether
instead he merely, in his hurry, turned over two pages at once by mistake.
Of such stuff is policy sometimes made. (It must be added that an October
Honolulu re-cast of the same presidential language found the earlier
notable phrase transformed into "the free flow of ideas and people."
Gone this time was that key word: "goods.")

1967-9: Lingering Hopes, but No Action
1966 proved to be the high water mark of China innovation under the
Democrats. The two remaining Johnson years were largely a period of
seige at home and abroad in terms of the unresolved Vietnam conflict.
Not only was China thereby a low-priority matter; the Chinese themselves were more intensively turned inward than at any time since the
Communist victory of 1949. Under the impact of the Cultural Revolution, China temporarily ceased to conduct a coherent foreign policy.
Ambassadors were recalled on a wholesale basis, and Peking's relations
with a number of formerly friendly or neutral nations were frayed by
the external results of the Revolution's excesses. International support
for Peking's seating in the UN receded from its 1965 level, thereby
relieving Washington of any pressing need to reconsider its position on
the matter.
Despite the inauspicious climate, China specialists within government
clung to the hopes that Mr Johnson's 1966 reference to "goods" had
raised; it now became at least legitimate to prepare and discuss interagency papers arguing for a modification of the total ban on U.S. trade
with the mainland. And indeed, Under Secretary of State Nicholas
Katzenbach gave a speech in November 1967 which discussed the
possibility of such a modification. But the Katzenbach initiative produced no action - thanks both to Vietnam and to the adamant position of
Secretary Rusk. The Secretary had provided the world with a vivid view
of his apocalyptic vision when he spoke, in a 12 October press conference,
of "a billion Chinese on the mainland, armed with nuclear weapons."
Finally, the embattled Lyndon Johnson is said to have wanted, in
1968, to cap his presidency with summit meetings not only in Moscow
but also perhaps - it was hoped, ironically, through Soviet intercession in Peking. The presidential itch for some bold stroke of trans-Pacific
statecraft was once again at work. But all came to naught with the
Soviet move against Czechoslovakia in the summer of 1968. Mr Johnson
visited neither Moscow nor Peking. And Vietnam cost his party the
presidency.
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Conclusion
Richard Nixon's China policy turn-about is a matter of public record,
spelled out most fully and recently in the President's State of the World
message of February 1972. What is missing from that account is, not
surprisingly, any mention of the legacy he inherited from Kennedy and
Johnson.
That legacy was, in simplest terms, a talented and well-trained China
bureaucracy dedicated to innovation; a decade-old "laundry list" of
possible U.S. initiatives towards China and a great deal of internal paper
to support them; at least one specific policy shift, on the matter of
China travel; a gradually evolving rhetorical foundation for a new China
policy; and clear indications, in response to Democratic incrementalism,
that the American public was probably ready and willing to move
towards accommodation with Peking.
Mr Nixon brought to that legacy two overriding assets: first, his own
astonishingly changed thinking on the U.S.-China relationship (a change
already discernible in the mid-'60s but whose causes are beyond the
scope of this essay); and second, his impeccable anti-Communist Republicanism. He also brought, to phrase the matter awkwardly, the absence
of Dean Rusk.
In late December 1965, as those of us on the NSC staff were congratulating ourselves on the China travel breakthrough, a senior Johnson
aide had summarized one lesson of the effort. "This President," he said,
" will never take the steps on China policy that you and I might want him
to take unless he is urged to do so by his Secretary of State. And this
Secretary of State will never urge him to do so."
Therein was contained the nub of the Johnson China problem: almost
any Democrat would be inherently and overwhelmingly "gun-shy" on
China moves that might have the look of "appeasement" and provide
a welcome issue to the Republican opposition; for Mr Johnson, a relative novice in foreign affairs, only the urgings of his most trusted foreign
policy adviser could embolden him to take the necessary domestic
political risks; and this Secretary of State - for reasons that will remain
obscure until some future psycho-historian fully explores the subject was simply immovable, pragmatic on many things but a theologian and
zealot on Chinese Communist iniquity.
So Mr Nixon was both lucky and shrewd. He came to office at the
right moment in history in terms of Peking's evolving world view,
American public opinion, and the bureaucracy's stage of development.
He faced no danger from the Democrats to his left, and right-wing
Republicans had nowhere to turn. Long accused of "opportunism," he
saw and seized the opportunity at hand. And he decided - in a re-casting
of the old Chinese proverb - that to take a journey of ten thousand miles,
one might as well hop in a jet and get it over with.
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